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house-as destitute. Many of these 203 went back to their
work without any " insane 

" 

stigma upon them. They were
looked upon as being " off it" for the time, through drink,
grief, anxiety, or any of the other causes of temporary
insanity that are rife in a large city. There is no

stigma amongst the poor so hard to shake off as having
once been in an asylum. No one will employ quondam
lunatics; but if they have only been in the workhouse
hospital a few days no such stigma attaches to them.. It
is true, that the workhouse stigma may be altogether
eliminated by having a special hospital for such cases, but
that would only be a change of name. Nor would it be
necessary, as the great majority of these cases are destitute,
and belong to the class cared for by guardians. The 152 are
now pauper lunatics, 79 of the others were discharged to
the workhouse. Some of the remaining 124 had friends who
when communicated with by the parish authorities came
forward and took charge of them, defraying expenses; but
the majority of these, had they continued insane, would
have become chargeable to the parish. Why, therefore,
should another authority be constituted to deal with cases
that from the nature of things will have eventually to be
handed over to the present authority to support and look
after ?

It is only amongst those temporarily or permanently
destitute that any trouble will arise. The better classes can
procure assistance at any hour of the day or night to prevent
their insane relatives from injuring themselves or others
pending the preparation of the necessary forms and the
arrival of a convenient time for allowing their removal to an
asylum. But the poor cannot do this, and their insane
relatives must be taken off their hands promptly. By the
method practised in Liverpool this has been done for years,
with the greatest possible advantage to all concerned. I
sincerely trust the Local Government Board will legalise
beyond all doubt such a system as has been used with us, as
it will prove the most workable and most beneficent to the
poor creatures concerned of any that has yet been proposed.
It will provide for such cases when found half naked and
dangerous in the streets, the bridewells, or in the homes of
the poor. To take away this provision because relieving
officers have in isolated instances removed respectable and
harmless lunatics from comfortable homes is unnecessary,
and very like yielding to panic on the part of the authorities.
Any argument derived from some workhouses not having
sufficient proper accommodation or attendance woule be met
by insisting on suitable accommodation and attendance
being provided in such places.

I am. Sir. vours trulv.
WM. ALEXANDER, F.R.C.S.,

Visiting Surgeon, Liverpool Workhouse Hospital.

*** We do not suggest that medical officers should do less
than their duty. All we desire to urge is that they should
not do more. By all means sign certificates, but leave to
the authorities the discovery of a way out of the diffi-

culty which the absurd arrangements at present in force
have created.-ED. L.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SiR,-On Jan. 12th last I paid an independent and totally

unexpected visit to the Darenth Small-pox Camps, and the
general result of my inspection appeared in your journal on
the 17th of that month. That the scale of diet, clothing,
&c., was not illiberal was perhaps all too plain; indeed, the
condition of the unfortunate inmates of that convalescent
hospital was nearer akin to that of luxury than the opposite.
The revelations now taking place with regard to the
Homerton hospitals are still more striking, and prove, with
the evidence of my own visit to that at Darenth, the
absolute necessity of the speedy appointment of a thoroughly
competent inspector or superintendent-general of all the
institutions under the management of the Asylums Board.
I therefore offer no apology for inviting the aid of your
powerful pen in urging such a measure. At present each
medical superintendent appears entirely free, and at liberty
to tax the public purse to any extent his professional whims
and fancies may suggest. What appears to me to be
required is a firm and capable head, with full powers, but
acting in concert with, and to some extentin subordination to,

the responsible and able medical advisers of the Local Govern-,
ment Board, to organise a more or less uniform system with
regard to the food, clothing, hospital comforts, and
necessaries, and all the other details of the Asylums’
rigime. The idea, in all its fulness, will, I am sure, be at
once clear and commendable to you, and therefore its
further developmint appears to me quite unnecessary.

I am, Sir, yours truly,
JOHN INCE, M.D.,

H. M.’s Indian Medical Service (retired list).
Farningham, May 5th, 1885.

THE LATE DR. TIBBITS OF BRADFORD.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SiR,-Will you kindly allow me, through your columns,
to appeal for help for the widow and nine children of the
late Dr. Tibbits, physician to the Bradford Infirmary.
A rapidly fatal attack of pneumonia put an end to hi&

valuable life on April 14th, before he had had any oppor-
tunity to lay by money for his very large family of young
children. All the property, inclusive of books and fur-
niture, which he left behind, when realised and invested
safely at 3z per cent., is calculated not to produce more
than .620 per year. His friends and medical brethren are-

raising a fund for the maintenance of his widow and
children. If my letter should meet the eye of any of his.
old college friends who were contemporaries of his at
University College, I think they may be induced to lend a.
helping hand. The case is truly necessitous and deserving.
For ten years he laboured and maintained his large family
without private income of any moment beyond that which
he derived from physician’s practice. The little capital he
possessed on first starting consulting practice was trenched
upon year by year to maintain his family, and just as this
little store was approaching exhaustion, and just as success
in practice was beginning to come, his life was suddenly
brought to its close. Any contributions will be thankfully
received by me or by Mr. Wm. Maw, the Secretary to the,
Bradford Infirmary.

T n.-m- Kir Yours vprv t,l’lllv,

J. APPLEYARD, F.R.C.S. & M.B.Lond.
1, Clifton Villas, Manningham, Bradford, Yorks, April 29th, 1885.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS.

10 the Editor OJ THE LANCET.

SiR,-The number of Fellows elected last Thursday,.
though twenty for the double year, does not reach your
proposed annual average of fourteen or fifteen ; and as the
selection for the last three or four years has been exclusively
from Members within the decade 1870-80, at least thirty-
seven out of thirty-eight being within this date, might not
the complement be justly made up from senior Members,.
who otherwise will seem to be permanently excluded?

I am, Sir, yours truly,
A MEMBER (BY EXAM.) OF LONG-STANDING.

May 4th, 1885.

NORTHERN COUNTIES NOTES.

(From our own Correspondent.)

NORTHERN COUNTIES HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE

CHEST.

THROUGH the resignation of Dr. John C. Murray a vacancy
occurs in the honorary medical staff of this young but
useful institution. The committee have made canvassing a
disqualification, and I think the rule will have a good
tendency, and might be well copied in like cases by some of
our older medical institutions. Dr. John C. Murray is one
of the founders of our Chest Hospital here, and has don&
good work in connexion with it. He is, I understand, about
to release himself from the toils of town practice, and is
removing to the south of Scotland. Dr. Murray a few
years ago published a very successful work on the Use and
Abuse of Tobacco.

THE MORTUARY QUESTION AT DURHAM.

Dr. Barron, at a late meeting of the Durham Sanitary
Authority, in his farewell report as medical officer of health
for the city, pointed out the urgent need which existed for
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a public mortuary being added to the sanitary conveniences
of the city. A correspondent in the Durham Chronicle also
refers to this want, which was painfully apparent in a case
occurring a few days ago, and which became the subject of
a coroner’s inquiry, a remark from that official tending
in the same direction. It appears that lately an old man
who arrived from Newcastle by a day train was suddenly
seized with an attack of illness which unfortunately proved
fatal. It seems that the body remained in the ticket office
for nearly three hours, and was exposed to the gaze of all
passing in and out of the room during the time. No blame
is cast on the railway officials by the writer ; the painful
occurrence was solely caused by the want of a public
mortuary. The matter is to be brought before the committee
of the Sanitary Authority with a view to its arrangement;
but this is just one of those matters which are apt to be
dropped under various excuses, unless prominently kept
before the authority.

EPIDEMIC OF MEASLES AT JARROW.

A very serious and extensive outbreak of measles is
reported at Jarrow, causing considerable mortality; indeed,
there seems to be a wave of this disease passing slowly over
our northern towns. At Jarrow, the Town Council, at a
meeting presided over by the Mayor, decided to close at
once all the week-day and Sunday schools in the borough.

CARLISLE MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

At the meeting of the above Society an able and exhaustive
paper on ’’Micro-organisms" was read by Dr. Lediard of
Carlisle. An animated discussion followed the paper, and
the lecturer received a cordial vote of thanks from a large
meeting.
MUNIFICENT BEQUESTS TO THE TYNESIDE CHARITIES.

The late Mr. Frederick Glenton, many years a merchant in
Newcastle, left a considerable amount of money to be dis- I
tributed in charity, the chief scope of his charitable bequests ’,
being in the direction of institutions that had mainly
for their object the befriending of children. The following
local medical charities may be mentioned as having been
benefited, among others, by cheques from the surviving
executor, Mr. Wm. Nesham of this city-viz., Hospital for
Sick Children, &pound;500; Eye Infirmary, &pound;500 ; Deaf and Dumb
Institution, &pound;400; Lying-in Hospital, &pound;100.
The information which I gave you in a former letter

respecting the regulations of the University of Durham
appeared previously in one of our local and usually well-
informed papers.

Newcastle-on-Tyne, May 4th.

EDINBURGH.

(From our own Correspondent.)

OPENING OF THE SUMMER SESSION.

THE summer session in the University and Schools of
Medicine commenced on Monday, May 4th. Notwithstand-
ing the awkward arrrangement by which lecturers were
obliged to commence their teaching on a day when many
students are almost necessarily absent-an arrangement for
which the University authorities are responsible,-the
classes are reported as more than usually crowded. In the
Extra-Academical School are several new courses of lectures,
amongst which there are a short series of lectures on
"Mental Disease," by Dr. J. Batty Tuke; and a class of
Operative Surgery, under the direction of Mr. C. W. Cathcart ;
whilst within the University, in addition to the ordinary
work of the session, a series of special courses is announced
in the Faculty of Arts, conducted by the assistants to the
professors in the various subjects.
PROFESSOR RUTHERFORD AND THE ANTI-VIVISECTIONISTS.

For some years the anti-vivisectionists have made great
capital by depicting the Edinburgh Professor of the
Institutes of Medicine in most sanguineous hues as the
repulsive figure-head of a craft which is searching for the
pole of some Tartarean sphere of scientific fallacy. His
laboratory has been publicly likened to a slaughterhouse,
and himself --even more explicitly than by mere inference-
to the presiding genius of such a place. From time to time in
past years the Professor has repelled these attacks-at times,
in fact, in such strong terms as to increase the thrill of horror

i by which the adverse camp is constantly possessed. These
reprisals are, however, things of the past; and of late the

i Professor has supplied an excellent example of the patient
bearing of the cross. This might have continued inde-
finitely had not a recent attack of more than ordinary
. bitterness, supported by sweeping misstatements and cham-

pioned by three clergymen, roused the long-suffering Pro-fessor to an energetic vindication of his own position in the
matter. In a lengthy letter addressed to the local papers
l Professor Rutherford details the causes, nature, and results

of his experiments on the liver, concluded some eight years
ago, which have received wide recognition as of great

, scientific value, and which have since proved a never-failing
; source of bitterness to his opponents. What his present
; defence lacks in 11 wing6d words, it more than makes up for
: in the calmness of its statements and the clearness of its
b reasoning; and, although public discussion of professional

topics is apt in general to do more harm than good, as it
usually lowers professional dignity, it is still to be hoped
that, in the present instance, the public mind may be stimu-

s lated to reject the nauseous bolus of narrowness and fallacy
which has of late been so vigorously thrust upon it.

CHARITIES AND THE POOR LAW.

t Last week a public conference on the above subject was
held in Edinburgh, at which several important papers were
read by gentlemen whose position gave them the authority
of specialists. Amongst other topics, the prevailing custom
of employing paupers as nurses in union infirmaries was
discussed, and all but unanimously condemned.
Edinburgh, May 5th.

PARIS.

(From our Paris Correspondent.)

PROFESSOR VULPIAN AND THE RECENT EXPERIMENTS
ON THE SEVERED HEADS OF CRIMINALS.

THE question has again been mooted as to whether those
who have been decapitated suffer; and after additional expe-
riments on the head of Gamahut, who was guillotined on the
24th ult. for the murder of a widow lady in Paris, coupled
with those related by Claude Bernard, the presumption is that
they do, for under the influence of transfused blood the
blanched features recovered almost their normal expression,

’ 

the eyelids were slightly open, and the lips quivered for a
few seconds, as if to express some perception communicated
from the brain. The conclusion, then, is that, so long as the
brain contains any blood, the head of the decapitated person,
which falls into a receptacle prepared for the purpose, is
capable of seeing, of hearing, and of knowing that it is sepa-
rated from the body. This view, however, was repudiated by
Professor Vulpian at the last meeting of the Academy of
Medicine on the following grounds :-A strong blow applied

to the head, or a less severe one to the stomach, would cause
instantaneous syncope; that is to say, consciousness would

. for the moment be entirely abolished. So it would be in the
i case of the severed head, but of course without any possibility
r of recovery; the weight of the guillotine falling upon the
. neck would produce the same result. Moreover, syncope

would be occasioned by the sudden division of the carotid
. arteries, and the consequent emptying of the arterial system, 

of the brain. Therefore, at the very moment that the brain
 ceases to receive the vivifying fluid from the heart, it loses

all power of excito-motility, as well as all power of sensa-
tion; all this transpires as quickly as thought, and it

 duration may be compared to a flash of lightning. It
happened opportunely that a dog that was undergoing some
experiments in Professor Vulpian’s laboratory was suddenly
seized with hsemorrhage. Advantage was taken of this
circumstance to immediately expose the brain and submit

;. the latter to faradisation. Scarcely half a minute had
t elapsed between the arrest of the circulation and the

galvanic irritation. It was impossible to obtain any move-
e ments in the legs. The effects of the electricity produced
e in the muscles of the head and nose were not, according to
s Professor Vulpian, due to the physiological transmission
’, effected by the brain, but to the neighbourhood of the
- source of irritation; the brain, having lost all power of
M excito-motility, would in this case act as a mere sponge;
3, and if such a condition was found to exist for only half a

minute after the arrest of the circulation, the interpretation


